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Whether you are in the middle of teaching a summer course or are just starting on your fall semester syllabus, Himmelfarb Librarians are ready to help you have a successful semester by ensuring that you and your students have all the materials that you need. We can help with:

**Librarian guest lecture/library orientation:**
Do you have an assignment that demands research skills such as searching for evidence in the literature? Would you like a librarian to provide an orientation to your students and introduce them to library resources and services? We can help your students navigate databases and provide research guidance and support on their topics. We can customize our instructional sessions based on your needs and students' assignments. **CONTACT:** Elaine Sullo / elainej@gwu.edu

**Online Images:**
Looking for images to enhance online education? Himmelfarb Library resources include collections that offer images, videos, and multimedia that can be easily integrated into your course. **SEE:** Active Learning Resources: Images or Copyright: Finding and Using Images and Media

**Course reserves:**
If you have a resource, either print or electronic, that you wish to ensure is available to your students, contact us to request to place your materials on course reserve. **GO TO:** Himmelfarb Library Reserves

**Permanent links to library resources:**
Students expect, when they click on a link within Blackboard, that it goes directly to the article. Learn how to create permanent links to online resources (i.e. articles, online reports, e-book chapters). **GO TO:** Linking to Electronic Resources: Creating DurableLinks

**Copyright compliance:**
Do you have questions regarding copyright, fair use and requesting permission to use resources? **CONTACT:** Sara Hoover / shoover@gwu.edu

Contact the Himmelfarb Information Desk by email or chat for assistance with using or obtaining library services and resources.